Abstract-This paper presents a novel walking gait generator that allows the successful traversal of moving support surfaces such as conveyor belts, moving plates and escalators. The gait generator previews all steps of a complete gait sequence, while providing efficient matrix-vector based computations. The moving support surfaces are explicitly taken into account for the trajectory design. Multiple successful simulations of walking on different non-stationary ground surfaces prove the high quality of the proposed walking gait generator.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic walking is regarded as a difficult problem: walking robots have a high number of degrees of freedom (DOF), their system dynamics is nonlinear and hybrid, and -to avoid falling -contact stability constraints need to be obeyed. A widely used approach to handle this high complexity is model reduction. The most popular reduced model focuses on the robot's CoM dynamics. In [1] , Kajita et al. introduced the linear inverted pendulum (LIP) model that uses the zero momentum point (ZMP) as input and further constrains the CoM dynamics to a horizontal plane. Many works (including [2] - [6] ) have presented successful walking gait generation and/or control based on the LIP model.
A further break-through in the field of online walking gait generation and control was the decomposition of the LIP model into a stable and an unstable component. The latter was first referred to by Pratt et al. [7] as '(instantaneous) Capture Point' and by Hof et al. [8] as 'extrapolated Center of Mass'. Takenaka et al. [9] introduced the term 'Divergent Component of Motion' (DCM) for it, which we use in the presented work. The DCM was successfully applied to flat floor walking, e.g. in [9] - [11] . In [12] , we extended the DCM model to 3D, while Hopkins et al. [13] extended it to varying virtual pendulum heights (time-varying DCM). In [14] , Mesesan et al. analyze the convex properties of CoM trajectories based on DCM and perform multi-contact locomotion in simulation. While robotic walking over flat or uneven stationary grounds has been successfully addressed, robotic walking across moving ground surfaces, as presented by Unhelkar et al. [15] for a wheeled mobile platform, is not covered by the state of the art.
This paper presents an awesome gait generator that extends our DCM-based planning and control framework [14] , [16] - [18] to allow the traversal of moving support surfaces such as moving plates, conveyor belts and escalators. While in case of walking on stationary ground, one may argue about the number of previewed steps, a multi-step preview German Aerospace Center (DLR), Institute of Robotics and Mechatronics, 82234 Wessling, Germany.
contact: johannes.englsberger@dlr.de [19] walking over two moving plates in OpenHRP [20] .
is crucial in case of moving 1 ground surfaces. In contrast to other gait generation methods including [2] , [4] , our method facilitates a preview of the complete gait sequence via efficient matrix-vector based computations. The resulting trajectories obey appropriate initial and terminal constraints. Even though the feet are moving with the respective support surfaces, the ground reference points are guaranteed to be feasible (assuming sufficient friction). Finally, the foot trajectories are designed to match the moving support surface motion, such that impacts with the floor are avoided. These features result in a remarkable tracking performance.
To the best of our knowledge, the presented walking gait generator is the first of its kind, i.e., to date no other frameworks exist that would allow for comparably efficient gait generation for walking over ground surfaces that move at different speeds.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II reviews the basics of the control points used in this work. In Section III, we derive single transition phase trajectories, which are then used in Section IV as building blocks to compose multiphase trajectories for a complete walking sequence. Sections V and VI provide implementation details and describe simulations, respectively, that verify the performance of our gait generator. Section VII concludes the paper.
II. REVIEW OF BASICS
The fundamental theory on the Divergent Component of Motion (DCM), the enhanced Centroidal Moment Pivot (eCMP) and the Virtual Repellent Point (VRP) can be found in our previous work [16] , [17] . In this section, we summarize their definitions and properties.
The DCM is defined as
Here, x andẋ denote the center of mass (CoM) position and velocity, respectively, each being a three-dimensional quantity. The DCM time-constant is denoted by b, which can be derived from the average height of the CoM above the ground surface ∆z vrp as b = ∆z vrp /g, g being the gravitational constant (see [16] , [17] for more details).
Reordering (1), we find the CoM dynamicṡ
which shows that the CoM follows the DCM with a stable first order dynamics. The CoM dynamics can thus (assuming sufficient friction, see [18] ) be neglected w.r.t. planning and control, which facilitates the gait design process. Differentiating (1) and with Newton's 2 nd lawẍ = F /m (m: robot's total mass, F : total force acting on CoM), we find the following unstable first order dynamics for the DCM:
Here we already inserted the definition of the Virtual Repellent Point (VRP) v. The VRP encodes F via
Looking at (3), we find that the DCM is pushed away from the VRP, i.e., it diverges. This divergent nature of the DCM can be used to design DCM reference trajectories that obey a terminal constraint (see Sec. V-B). Additionally, corresponding CoM trajectories can be derived. Another three-dimensional point that is interesting for walking gait design and control is the so called enhanced Centroidal Moment Pivot (eCMP). In contrast to the Centroidal Moment Pivot (CMP, [21] ), which is defined as a point on the ground surface that encodes the external force direction, the eCMP is a 3D point encoding both the direction and the magnitude of the external force F ext via
The eCMP can be used for three-dimensional walking gait generation, in a similar manner as the ZMP is used for flat-floor gait design. The difference between (4) and (5) represents the gravitational force, which corresponds to a VRP v at a constant height 2 ∆z vrp above the eCMP e, i.e., v = e + [0, 0, ∆z vrp ] T . Due to this constant offset, considerations made for the eCMP -including the point to point interpolations from Sec. III-C -can be directly transferred to the VRP (and vice versa).
III. SINGLE TRANSITION PHASE TRAJECTORIES AS BUILDING BLOCK
In this work, we use n wp waypoints for VRP, DCM and CoM, respectively, and perform piecewise interpolation between them, which yields n ϕ = n wp − 1 single transition phase trajectories. These are then used as building blocks for composing the corresponding complete reference trajectories.
A. General solution for DCM trajectories corresponding to polynomial VRP trajectories as input
In sections III-A and III-B, we provide explicit solutions 3 for both DCM and CoM trajectories for arbitrary polynomial VRP reference trajectories of the form
Here, t
, o v is the polynomial order of v(t) and P v is a polynomial parameter matrix. Inserting (6) into (3) yields:
This ODE can be solved using the solution from appendix I-A by setting y(t) → ξ T (t), a → b and p u → P v in (43):
e can be written alternatively as
where ξ T := ξ(T ). Replacing ξ T e from (9) into (8), we find
(10) This is the DCM solution for a given terminal DCM ξ T using an arbitrary polynomial VRP reference as input.
B. General solution for CoM trajectories corresponding to polynomial VRP trajectories as input
In this section, we will derive an explicit solution for the CoM trajectory. By settingŷ(t) → x T (t),â → −b and u(t) → ξ T (t), the general ODE (44) from appendix I becomes equivalent to (2):
Here, we already inserted the DCM solution from (8) as input. By comparing ξ T (t) from (8) infer that the solution of (11) can be found by additionally setting β → b,û e → ξ T e and pû → P ξ in (46)
Inserting P ξ and ξ T e from (8) and (9), respectively, into (12), we finally express the CoM solution as
t , t T 0 and t T T , respectively. Note: in our previous works [16] - [18] (and also for the DCM controller used in this paper), explicit CoM trajectories are not required 4 . We provide CoM solutions here, since other controllers may require explicit CoM reference trajectories. Also, these CoM trajectories will serve as a basis for our future research on fully (including friction constraints) dynamically feasible motion planning.
C. Convex interpolation between moving eCMP/VRP support points
In this section, we derive feasible eCMP and VRP trajectories for traversing moving support surfaces. To this end, we attach eCMP support points to the moving support surfaces, which are thus moving relative to the inertial frame while being stationary w.r.t. a local frame attached to each respective support surface. For each single transition phase, the reference eCMP e(t) is constructed via i.e., via linear interpolation between a preceding eCMP support point e A (t) and a leading eCMP support point e B (t) using a temporal interpolation function f (t). Furthermore, if 0 f (t) 1 ∀t ∈ [0, T ] (T denoting the duration of the interpolation), (14) forms a convex interpolation between the two points [14] . Inserting (14) into (5) we find
which can be split into a pair of single external forces
and
These nominal single external forces F ext,A,nom (t) and F ext,B,nom (t) are proportional to the offsets of e A (t) and e B (t) from the CoM, respectively. Therefore, they automatically pass through both the respective eCMP support points and the CoM (see Fig. 2 (left)) and are thus feasible with regard to unilaterality and non-tilting 5 constraints by design. While the support points move w.r.t. the spatial reference system, they are stationary w.r.t. their respective support surfaces (i.e., in the moving reference systems). That way tilting of any one of the supporting feet/contacts is avoided.
Friction cone constraints may be • fulfilled already.
• obtained at the planning stage by force modulation in the nullspace of (15), i.e., by adding forces ±∆F to the respective nominal contact forces F ext,A,nom and F ext,B,nom that cancel each other and thus produce no CoM forces or torques (see Fig. 2 (right) ).
• enforced via a quadratic program (QP) at a higher level by making use of the full robot dynamics instead of the simple support point dynamics considered for planning. After verifying the feasibility of external forces, we now specify the support point motions. In this paper, we limit our analysis to support points moving at constant velocities 6 :
e A (t) = e A,0 + tė A (18) e B (t) = e B,0 + tė B 5 given that e A (t) and e B (t) are within the "single contact support polygons" of the (potentially moving) contacts A and B, respectively. 6 Our method could handle arbitrary polynomial support point trajectories. (14) , the interpolated eCMP e(t) always lies on the line connecting the two support points e A (t) and e B (t) (see Fig. 3 ). Note the similarity to Bézier curves, the main distinctive feature being that in our setup the start position e B,0 of the leading support point is not constrained to coincide with the end position e A,T = e A (T ) of the preceding support point. Unlike other methods (e.g. [13] , [22] , [23] ) that use a time-varying virtual pendulum length and thus parameter b, in our work the constant average CoM height ∆z vrp (corresponding to a time constant b) leads to an equivalent usage of eCMP e and VRP v for both planning and control 7 . Any corresponding eCMP/VRP points and trajectories are simply offset vertically by ∆z vrp . Therefore, for the eCMP support point interpolation (14) a corresponding equivalent VRP support point interpolation exists:
with the preceding VRP support point v A (t) and leading VRP support point v B (t), which are obtained via
where v A,0 := v A (0) and v B,0 := v B (0). The VRP support points are ∆z vrp above the eCMP support points. In this work, we choose the temporal interpolation function f (t) to be a polynomial that is expressed as
The vector
and o f denotes the polynomial order of f (t). The polynomial parameter vector p f is designed to satisfy given continuity requirements of the VRP reference trajectories, which translate to boundary conditions for f (t) (see table I and Fig. 4) . Now, combining (19) , (20) , 7 Note: from here on, our formulation is purely based on the VRP v. 
Note: In the second row of (23) 
which returns the three-dimensional reference VRP 8 as a function of time and P v .
Having a close look at Fig. 3 , we observe that, as compared to formulation (21), a reformulation of the leading VRP support point v B (t) via its terminal point v B,T = v B (T ) is advantageous because v B (T ) equals v(T ). In Sec. IV, we exploit this equality for a compact formulation via VRP waypoints. Therefore, we evaluate (21) 
D. Specific single transition phase trajectories for walking on moving grounds
For a specific transition phase ϕ, we can evaluate (25) 
Here, v 0,ϕ , v T,ϕ ,v 0,ϕ andv T,ϕ denote the initial and final VRP positions and velocities, respectively. For a given local time in transition phase t ϕ ∈ [0, T ϕ ], the VRP reference trajectory from (6) can be written as
Similarly, the DCM solution (10) becomes
and the CoM solution (14) turns into
In the next section, we will use the specific single transition phase trajectories (27)-(29) to derive consistent multi-phase reference trajectories for VRP, DCM and CoM.
IV. COMPUTATION OF MULTI-PHASE TRAJECTORIES
The derivations provided in this section are rather compact. A more detailed derivation (for the non-moving ground case) is provided in [14] . The main idea followed here is to concatenate the presented single-phase trajectories to obtain closed-form multi-phase trajectories in matrix-vector form. As mentioned above, we interpolate between n wp VRP, DCM and CoM waypoints, respectively. The complete trajectories are then composed of n ϕ = n wp − 1 single transition phases. For a compact formulation, we collect all waypoints in matrices, i.e., all VRP waypoints in V wp = [v wp,1 [14] we introduced selection matrices S 0 and S T such that the collection of all initial VRPs V 0 and final VRPs V T of all n ϕ previewed transition phases are obtained from the VRP waypoints via V 0 = S 0 V wp and V T = S T V wp , respectively. The same matrices are also used in this work to select the corresponding elements ofV wp , Ξ wp and X wp . To obtain Ξ wp , we first evaluate (28) for t ϕ = 0:
Here α ξ ,0,ϕ := α ξ ,ϕ (0), β ξ ,0,ϕ := β ξ ,ϕ (0),ᾱ ξ ,0,ϕ :=ᾱ ξ ,ϕ (0), β ξ ,0,ϕ :=β ξ ,ϕ (0) and γ ξ ,0,ϕ := γ ξ ,ϕ (0), respectively. These single-phase parameters are collected in diagonal matrices
, that allow us to write (31) in matrix form (for all n ϕ transition phases) as
Using the selection matrices S 0 and S T , and introducing a DCM terminal constraint ξ f (see [14] for details), the DCM waypoint matrix is found to be
where
Now, to obtain X wp , we evaluate (29) for t ϕ = T ϕ :
, γ x,T,ϕ := γ x,ϕ (T ) and δ x,T,ϕ := δ x,ϕ (T ), respectively. In the same way as for the DCM waypoints, these parameters are collected in diagonal matrices A x , B x ,Ā x , B x , Γ x and ∆ x . These allow us to write (33) in matrix form: 
e re f (t) Again, using the selection matrices S 0 and S T , and introducing a CoM initial constraint x s (see [14] for details), the CoM waypoint matrix is found to be
Equations (32) and (35) provide a tool to compactly compute all DCM waypoints Ξ wp and CoM waypoints X wp . Finally, to obtain continuous VRP, DCM and CoM reference trajectories, equations (27), (28) and (29) are evaluated 9 .
V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

A. Foot touch-down and take-off locations
In contrast to footprints on stationary ground, on moving ground the feet follow foot-traces (see figures 5 and 7). To account for this support foot motion, we compute appropriate touch-down (TD) and take-off (TO) locations and modify our polynomial-based foot trajectory planner accordingly. 9 either for multiple transition phases and evaluation times for plotting complete trajectories as shown in figures 5 and 7, or only once for the local time t ϕ in the current transition phase ϕ for the purpose of controls. 
B. Design of VRP waypoint positions and velocities
As exemplified in Fig. 5 , we use two VRP waypoints per contact, which is the minimum number required to implement alternating single support (and thus foot-swing) and double support phases. The VRP waypoints are placed appropriately in the local contact (i.e., foot) frame and may implement a heel to toe offset. The VRP waypoint velocities are equal to the corresponding contact velocities. The second and next to last VRP waypoints (marked by yellow circles in Fig. 5 ) are not predefined. Instead they are computed (see [18] for details) such that i) the first DCM waypoint coincides with the DCM position that corresponds to a steady stance DCM (start configuration) and ii) the final CoM waypoint coincides with the final VRP waypoint, such that finitetime CoM convergence is achieved. Note: if the walking gait starts or ends on a moving ground surface, the DCM initial constraint as defined here and the DCM terminal constraint from (32) need to comply with the moving ground boundedness condition derived in appendix II.
VI. SIMULATIONS
The proposed algorithm for moving ground walking gait generation was tested in multiple OpenHRP [20] simulations. These simulations include traversing two moving plates (while starting and stopping on stationary ground), starting and stopping on two plates that are moving in different directions, "split-belt like walking" (here: left leg walking on stationary ground, right on moving plate) and walking on moving three-dimensional stepping stones through 3D space. While the complementary video shows all these walking simulations, in the paper we focus on presenting the "traversing two moving plates" simulation (see figures 1 and 6). Toro successfully traverses the two moving plates (moving at ±0.4 m s in the y-direction) using a dynamic walking gait (single support time: 0.5s, double support time: 0.1s). Figure 7 shows the corresponding three-dimensional reference trajectories, the foot trajectories and the foot contact traces including touch-down (TD) and take-off (TO) positions. While the explicit CoM reference trajectory is provided by our gait generator, in the presented simulations we use our purely DCM-based walking controller from [16] (i.e., the CoM trajectories can be seen as complementary information here). Figure 8 shows the corresponding tracking performance. Due to the precise tracking (average DCM tracking error: 1.9mm) it has to be mentioned explicitly, that the figure doesn't only show the reference trajectories, but also the actual ones. Even in the zoomed-in windows, the tracking errors are hard to discover, the reference signals being overlapped by the actual signals. This provides strong evidence of the high quality of our walking gait generator.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a novel walking gait generator that allows the traversal of moving support surfaces (such as moving plates, conveyor belts, moving stairs etc.), including the case of starting and/or stopping on moving ground (see video attachment). Our method facilitates a multi-step preview (e.g. all steps of the complete gait sequence) via computationally efficient matrix-vector based computations. The excellent tracking performance of our walking gait generator is based on three core features: i) the foot trajectories are designed to match the moving support surface motions, ii) the eCMP/VRP trajectories are designed in such a way that the respective support points are guaranteed to stay within each respective "single foot support polygon" and iii) all trajectories (eCMP, VRP, DCM, CoM) are continuous and obey appropriate initial and terminal constraints.
For our future work, we intend to perform experiments of walking on (or traversing) moving surfaces with our fullsize humanoid robot Toro [19] . Also, we intend to generalize our overall DCM-based walking gait generation and control framework to support arbitrary walking gaits and robot configurations (e.g. bipedal, quadrupedal, hexapedal etc.).
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APPENDIX I SOLVING SPECIFIC ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (ODE)
A. Solution for ODE with polynomial input
Consider an ordinary differential equation (ODE)
where a is the time constant of the system and the input function u(t) is a temporal polynomial, i.e., .
In [18] we used partial integration of the integral term in the inhomogeneous solution y inhom to obtain
Here,
u (t) and
t T (t) denote the j-th derivatives of u(t) and t T (t), respectively. The sum term d(t) can be rewritten as
using the constant vector a T = [1, a, a 2 , ..., a o u ] and time matrix D(t) = t(t), (1) t (t), (2) t (t), . . . ,
By evaluating the product a T D(t) and grouping 10 the terms by the time exponentials t i , d(t) can be rewritten as
The coefficient matrix C(a) is solely dependent on parameter a. Here, we provide its explicit expression for o u = 6: 
B. Solution for ODE with polynomial and exponential inputs
Consider another ODĖ
whereû (t) = e t βû e + t T (t) pû .
Again, we apply (38) to obtain the solution for (44). Its homogeneous part and the inhomogeneous part corresponding to the polynomial fraction of input functionû(t) are equivalent to the solution (43), while the solution for the inhomogeneous part corresponding to the exponential component ofû(t) is found to be 
APPENDIX II MOVING GROUND BOUNDEDNESS CONDITIONS
Here, we consider the boundedness conditions [24] for stationary standing on a support surface (e.g. before or after a walking gait) that is moving with a constant velocityċ. The corresponding VRP moves with the support surface, i.e., v stat =ċ. For the DCM to VRP distance to remain bounded, their respective velocities must be equal, i.e., ξ stat =v stat .
Insertingξ from (3) and solving for ξ yields the corresponding boundedness constraint:
Note: previous works [9] , [18] , [25] had focused on walking on stationary grounds, i.e.,v stat = 0, and thus the condition for boundedness had been ξ = v.
For a full understanding of the stationary case, we now insert ξ from (48) into (1) to find thaṫ
i.e., the CoM converges towards the VRP.
